
A quartet of uncles from diverse backgrounds impacted my upbringing as a kid. They were good men concerned about my 
well being who provided thoughtful advice, direction, and on occasion, a buck for a prized Baseball Card collection. I had hard 
working parents; a father who labored in construction, and a mother, skilled as a seamstress in a Camden sweatshop. Dad was not 
good in communicating his feelings, diminishing our closeness. Mom made up for this failing, and those dear uncles from diverse 
professions never stopped encouraging me to excel in academia besides extra curricular pursuits. My town at that time was awash 
with wayward youth and I could have easily been drawn into their circle of rebellion. Fortune shined down on me as in looking 
back, the realization hits home how important it was having good parents and close relatives to guide me in those formative 
years.

After completing college and military service, I spent years toiling in Manhattan establishing a solid career path. In landing a sales 
job with a cardiac device company, I believed I’d finally made it. A challenging environment for most and center of the universe for 
some, single life in the Big Apple as a businessman often left one detached from community involvement. New York, it seemed, 
could swallow people up, quashing their dreams and especially kids without those traditional family support structures in place. 
Shortly after starting the new job a radio appeal for Big Brothers of New York City caught my attention. Why not, I thought, and as 
a Rutgers Sociology Major, BBNYC presented an opportunity to validate and apply principles of my chosen education.

Christopher was ten, an African American kid from a middle class family on the city’s West Side. After a thorough vetting process 
the agency arranged for me to meet Chris and his mother. A serious woman, anxious for her son to have a positive role model in 
his life, she placed complete faith in Big Brothers. The task at hand was winning the boy’s trust, with one question looming large. 
Could we relate to one another? A well-mannered, curious kid, Chris was suspicious of claims made or stories conveyed without 
sufficient proof of authenticity. Jointly accepting the challenge, we bonded over the next few years sharing a love of baseball, 
words and the visual arts. An assignment and move to Asia ended our relationship but not the respect I had for Big Brothers. 
Unfortunately, we did lose touch as I became immersed in business dealings throughout those foreign markets.

Now decades later I find myself serving on the Board of Big Brothers Big Sisters of Atlantic & Cape May counties. The unexpected 
passing of my spouse, Robin, closed the door on a wonderful decade of married life but provided a cause in which I could invest 
time and energy. Early on Robin reacquainted me with BBBS through their clothing drives, imploring me to shed “old fashion 
clothes hidden away in your closet.” Our donations increased over the years moving us down a pathway of shared concern for the 
area’s youth. Now alone, I’ve revamped my thinking on one’s ultimate goals in life. As a board member I hope to have a positive 
imprint on my immediate locality and proudly serve with the individuals committed to children facing adversity through no fault 
of their own; a “win-win” situation for sure.

Frank Tamru, Board of Directors
Known as “Rue” by friends , his guiding words in life come from Tennyson’s “Ulysses” who wrote “How dull it is to pause, to make an 
end, To rust unburnish’d, not to shine in use, As tho’ to breathe were life!”
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